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About Us

Founded as a computer engineers' office in 1998 in Brescia, today TOOLS for SMART MINDS is an 
innovative company software solution for predictive maintenance, data collection and analysis.
We believe in teamwork, not just within the company, but also with the customers: this allows us to 
help them to realize their projects.

“The choice of T4SM as a supplier has been winning because their system now allows us to have a constantly 
updated and monitored situation in our process.“

DANIELA ARRIGONI CEO VERINCOLOR SRL

“TOOLS for SMART MINDS has been selected for the competence and the ability to give concreteness to our 
projects. We decide to start this new path with a technical partner able to give shape to our ideas, to support us 
to all levels of engineering and new predictive maintenance software.”

TIZIANA TRONCI, RESPONSABILE SVILUPPO NUOVI PRODOTTI DI GEFOND SRL

“Surely the best supplier we have worked with. Great attention in meeting the required specifications. 
Professionalism and reactivity in the resolution of any type of problem. The result, then, has saved us three 
working days for each test performed, with a unique flexibility of data analysis.”

G. P. BONELLI - ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY MANAGER - TOYOTA MATERIAL HANDLING MANUFACTURING ITALY SPA

What distinguishes us

What our customers say about us

Uncompromising speed
Every customer has specific requests: in a 
short time we know how to meet the 
needs ensuring quality.

Tailor-made solutions
At the heart of all our software there are the 
customer needs: in this way we are able to 
offer the best scalable solution to overcome 
the new challenges of industrial progress.

Unique products and services
We develop the whole solution for our 
customers: this allows us to improve 
constantly our products and services 
provided.

Different applications
We are a multifaceted company: our 
solutions adapt to different industrial 
sectors.

Lasting support
Unity is strength: we know how to help our 
customers in case of urgency and prob-
lems by offering them continuous support 
over time.



Actions and notifications  
(e-mail / 

messaging)

 
Production / testing machinery 

Sensors / IoT

Barcode scanners

The ideal tool for the 
technical analysis of 
the signals of a 
machine or a set of 
sensors.

Real time signal acquisition 
and processing platform.

The perfect solution to 
monitor production in 
real time and for 
predictive analysis.

Advanced and intuitive 
data analysis system 
based on the Cloud.

Third-party data analysis

Database

ERP / MES / Management

Our solutions for you:

Automatic data processing 
platform and automatic 
transfer to databases, Cloud 
and third-party platforms.

Database

Measurement systems

Operator panels 



Scalable *
Discover how it is easy to interconnect your machines 
and different devices regardless of the brand, the 
model and supported technology: iDaq automatically 
recognizes and  configures them allowing you 
to be ready to work straight away.

Simple and intuitive interface

Benefits for you and your company:

View your tests anywhere
Thanks to the new automatic recording function, Easy 
Datalogger  guarantees you to have your data available 
any time, allowing you to share it with the whole team.

Automatic reconnection
Thanks to the best innovative technologies, iDaq 
reconnects devices disconnected or switched off. 
It constantly warns you about everything that happens 
in your company

iDaq and Easy Datalogger are the best solutions for performing tests in any working condition, to receive and 
analyze data automatically: you increase the efficiency of data collection by eliminating human errors.

* iDaq supports the following protocols:
CAN, MODBUS, DEVICENET/IP, ETHERNET/IP, HART COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL

The easiest and most powerful data collection



Simplification of the production process

Benefits for you and your company:

Full production control
With Digital Factory 4.0 you have the complete solution 
which allows you to control the entire production: 
thanks to artificial intelligence, you optimize the pieces 
production reducing waste.

Always informed in every situation
Choose if you want to turn on the sirens, send an email 
to a list of recipients, activate a switchboard even 
outside working hours.Digital Factory 4.0 takes care of 
the rest.

Reduced maintenance costs
Thanks to predictive maintenance, you know the state 
of the machinery in real-time and you can schedule 
repairs to the production plant during downtime.

Digital Factory  4.0 is the complete suite of predictive maintenance ideal for SMEs that want to meet high 
quality standards using the best technologies: check your factory even on multiple sites simultaneously, 
customize alarms outside of working hours, view process and production data in real-time.

Complete control of your company
in real-time 



Automation
Receive and view data processed by Lilium in a few 
seconds, eliminating the long waiting time between 
data collection and their transfer. Lilium eliminates 
human errors in the data processing and reduces 
management costs.

All necessary information
Thanks to Lilium's innovative technology, you have the 
complete traceability of the production process 
minimizing the space occupied by data collected. 
Lilium extracts the relevant information from the data 
flow and provides the "value data" to connected 
platforms, simplifing the analysis procedures  and 
visualization monitored process.

Reliability
Lilium guarantees you won't lose any collected data. In
case of disconnection with the Cloud platform or the
management company, Lilium is able to accumulate 
the data and send it as soon as the communication
is restored.

Professional integration between Lilium and your company network

Benefits for you and your company:

Lilium is the intuitive platform for data management collected in your company: it automates the processing 
of data received and their transfer to the Cloud, management and databases. Lilium allows you to consult the 
data processed immediately.

SOFTWARE FOR ADVANCED 
DATA ANALYSIS

PROCESS DATAPRODUCTION DATA

MANAGEMENT / MES

PRODUCTION LINE

PROCESS DATA

PRODUCTION DATA

PROCESS DATA

PRODUCTION DATA

DATABASE 
CUSTOMISED CLOUD

Data management becomes personalized
according to your requirements



Accessible everywhere
Thanks to the Cloud platform's native technology, you 
always have all the data of your company updated in 
real-time and shareable with the rest of the team.

Created for all SMEs
iDaq Analytics adapts to any data collection system in 
your company: maximize productivity with all the 
potential of the platform.

Anticipating breakdowns
Thanks to innovative Machine Learning models and 
predictive maintenance, iDaq Analytics identifies any 
malfunctions before they occur, allowing you to plan 
and schedule the repairs strategically.

All you need in one place

Benefits for you and your company:

iDaq Analytics is the Cloud-based platform for data management collected in your company and  predictive 
and preventive maintenance. Monitor always your company in real-time, even remotely.

The perfect synergy between Predictive maintenance 
and Artificial Intelligence



CONTACT US NOW
TOOLS for SMART MINDS
info@toolsforsmartminds.com 

www.toolsforsmartminds.com

T. +39-030-268.15.10
Via Padania, 16
25030 - Castel Mella (BS) - Italy

Choose the solutions which 
adapt to your needs.

Discover our 
solutions 


